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On the Shannon Capacity of a Directed Graph 
E. BIDAMON AND H. MEYNIEL 
The Shannon capacity problem in undirected graphs is well known [7]. This problem can be 
naturally generalized in the case of directed graphs and we find, in particufar, the Shannon 
capacity of directed cycles of each length. For every graph, a lower and an upper bound are 
obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION-DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
For definitions and notations see [1]. Suppose G is a graph-directed or undirected-
and let Aa be the matrix of G with Is on the diagonal (i.e. there is a loop in every vertex). 
The Cartesian product of two graphs G and H is denoted by G· H and its adjacency 
matrix is Aa®AH' the tensor product of Aa and AH. 
A stable set S in a graph G is a subset so that the principal submatrix associated with 
the vertices of S is the identity matrix-in other words there is no edge between distinct 
vertices of S. 
The maximal cardinality of such a subset will be denoted by a( G). The Shannon 
capacity of a graph G denoted by O( G) is O( G) = sup ';) a( G k ), kEN where the Cartesian 
product of G by itself k times is denoted by G k • 
It is easy to see (cf. [1] for the undirected case) that 
O( G) = lim sup ';) a( G k ). 
k->oo 
There are several papers dealing with O( G) for undirected graphs (e.g. [3,4,5,6,7]). 
In the present paper we shall investigate the directed case, which turns out to be rather 
different. E.g. by a well-known result of Lovasz [4], O( Cs) = J5, while, if G is a directed 
cycle of length n, we find O( G) = n -1. 
2. THE RESULTS 
Let R(M) denote the minimum rank of the matrix M over all fields. 
THEOREM 1. For all graphs G, one has O( G):!S R(Aa). 
To prove the theorem we need two lemmas. The first one is well known. 
LEMMA B. a( G):!S R(Aa). 
PROOF. A stable set of maximum size a (G) has for adjacency matrix the identity 
matrix of size a( G) which is a submatrix of Aa. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. By Lemmas A, B, we have: 
O( G) = sup ';) a( Gk):!S sup ';) R(Ad):!S sup ';)(R(Aa»k = R(Aa). 
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THEOREM 2. The Shannon capacity of an acircuitous digraph G is equal to its number 
of vertices. 
PROOF. The upper bound 8( G) ,;;; n is obvious. Let VI ••• Vn be the vertices of G, 
m ~ 2 an integer. Note that the vertices of G nm are sequences of length nm made up by 
the ViS. Let S be the set consisting of those sequences in which Vi occurs exactly m times. 
It is easy to see that S is a stable set with mn!/(m!f elements. Hence a(Gmn)~ 
mn!/(mW and 8( G) ~ lim supm .... oo m~a( G mn ) ~ lim m .... oo m~mn !/(m !)n= n by the Stirling 
formula. 
THEOREM 3. The Shannon capacity of a directed cycle en of length n is equal to n -1. 
PROOF. This is a simple consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. The rank of the adjacency 
matrix of a directed cycle over GP(2) is n -1. Hence, by Theorem 1, O( G),;;; n -1. On 
the other hand, it is clear that O( G) ~ 8( G f ) if G f is a spanned subgraph of G. As en 
contains an acircuitous sub graph of order n -1, by Theorem 2 we have 8( en) ~ n-1. 
Hence 8( en) = n-1. 
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let 1) be the maximal number of pairwise vertex disjoint directed cycles in 
a digraph G of order n and let T be the minimal size of a transversal of directed cycles, we 
have: n - T';;; O( G) ,;;; n - 1). 
PROOF. In G there exists an acircuitous subgraph of size n - T, and as we have 
8( G f ) ,;;; 8( G) if G f is a spanned subgraph of G, then, by Theorem 2, we obtain the first 
inequality. On the other hand, the adjacency matrix of the graph constituted by 1) directed 
cycles pairwise vertex disjoint has rank n - 1) over GP(2). and as 8( G") ;;;. O( G), if G" is 
a subgraph of G with the same vertices, by Theorem 1, we have the second inequality. 
NOTE. For various applications of the methods exposed above, one is referred to [2], 
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